Nonlinear ionic interactions at the nerve cell membrane can account for oscillating membrane potentials and the generation of periodic neuronal impulse activity. In combination with noise, external modulation of the endogenous oscillations allows for continuous transitions between a variety of impulse patterns. Such "noisy oscillators" afford, thereby, an important mechanism of neuronal encoding as is demonstrated here with experimental data from peripheral cold receptors and corresponding computer simulations.
Introduction: Two Basic Sets of Nonlinear Ionic Interactions in the Nerve Membrane
Communication between individual neurons in the nervous system is mainly based upon the generation of action potentials (APs) which originate from voltage-dependent activation of Na-and K-conductances. In a first approximation, the voltage dependencies of these classical, so-called Hodgkin-Huxley conductances can be described by sigmoidal functions. The activation threshold, therefore, can be seen as the fundamental nonlinearity in neuronal information transfer. For many years, it was one of the basic paradigms in neurophysiology that impulse generation in the mammalian nervous system is principally caused by an external input to the cell. In the CNS, this primarily involves incoming action potentials from other neurons which excert their de-or hyperpolarizing effects via synaptic contacts. More recent experimental data has, essentially, challenged this concept of so-called "platonic nerve cells" [Llinas, 1988] by demonstrating that many neurons do not passively wait for the incoming information but exhibit intrinsic membrane potential oscillations which, in turn, generate periodic impulse activity of endogenous origin.
Such continual oscillations with rhythmic impulse generation indicate additional nonlinearities in ionic interactions which, at least partly, operate below the threshold of spike generation. Moreover, the comparatively slow potential changes indicate that the time delays between de-and repolarizing currents are considerably longer than those of the Hodgkin-Huxley conductances of spike-generation. Our experimental data and computer simulations will demonstrate that this second set of ionic nonlinearities can be of major relevance for neuronal encoding mechanisms and we will show that the encoding properties can be considerably enhanced by the addition of noise.
afferents from peripheral thermo-and electrosensitive nerve endings in the skin. For this we used single fibre preparations obtained by conventional microdissection methods (for details see [Schäfer et al., 1986] ).
Due to the small size and sparce distribution of these sensory nerve endings, intracellular recordings of membrane potentials and ionic currents have not been possible so far. The temporal patterns of the spike trains, however, clearly indicate that the nerve impulses are generated by oscillating membrane processes. Moreover, the results of manifold experiments with different receptor populations in different animals suggest that oscillating spike generation is a characteristic property of thermosensitive receptors in general [Braun et al., 1984] and also allows the encoding of electromagnetic fields in electric organs of fish [Braun et al., 1994] . Furthermore, in peripheral skin receptors any synaptic interactions within neuronal networks can be excluded and the spike activity, therefore, can unequivocally be related to ionic membrane mechanisms which are an intrinsic property of the sensory afferents.
Periodic impulse patterns with the contribution of noise
Oscillating impulse generation is immediately evident from rhythmic grouping of impulses, called "bursts", as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . Bursting activity leads to a typical bimodal distribution of the interspike-intervals according to the alternation between short intraburst-intervals and longer interburst-intervals (burstpauses) as shown in the lower trace of Fig. 1(a) . Meanwhile, numerous intracellular recordings also from neurons of the mammalian brain have demonstrated bursting activity which is triggered by intrinsic membrane potential oscillations (e.g. [Llinas & Yarom, 1986; McCormick & Feeser, 1990; Pare et al., 1995] ). Regular single-spike activity [ Fig. 1(b) ] does not necessarily require intrinsic oscillations but also might originate from regenerative processes such as those which occur in heart cells. In thermoand electrosensitive skin afferents, however, smooth transitions from single spike activity to other types of clearly oscillation-derived impulse sequences, as we will describe below, leave no doubt that this single-spike activity is triggered by oscillating membrane mechanisms as well.
Also irregular single-spike activity as illustrated in Fig. 1(c) might not immediately be associated with regular oscillations. However, the interval plot clearly demonstrates that the spikes are not purely distributed randomly but are concentrated in distinct bands which are located at about integer multiples of the shortest intervals. In this case, the regular sequence of single spikes is interrupted by "skippings" which means that one or more oscillation cycles occasionally fail to trigger an impulse. Each of such skippings lengthens the interspike interval by a value corresponding to the oscillation period which leads to the typical multimodal interval distributions.
Interestingly, identical patterns of endogenous origin have already been described 50 years ago [Brink et al., 1946] but attracted little subsequent attention. More recently, it has become established that such patterns essentially contribute to sensory encoding mechanisms in thermo-and electroreceptors [Braun et al., 1980 [Braun et al., , 1984 [Braun et al., , 1994 Schäfer et al., 1991; Schäfer et al., 1995] and also seem to be involved in mechanoreception [Sokabe et al., 1993] . Only during recent years, similar impulse patterns have been recorded from diverse cortical and subcortical neurons of the mammalian brain where they could be related to so-called subthreshold oscillations, i.e. membrane potential oscillations that develop below the threshold of spike-generation [e.g. Gutfreund et al., 1995; Lampl & Yarom, 1993; Klink & Alonso, 1993] .
Single spike activity with skippings can only be understood when the requirement of noise is considered. Obviously, the "subthreshold oscillations" operate close to the threshold of spike-generation, where it finally depends on noise whether an impulse is triggered or not. In our recordings from thermo-and electroreceptors, the testing for the existence of chaos, that might eventually be involved in the generation of these particular patterns, have so far been negative although new methods for identifying low-dimensional dynamics [Pei & Moss, 1996] have indicated the chaotic origin of other types of patterns [Braun et al., 1997] .
Temperature dependent modulation of periodic impulse patterns
In different receptor populations, the different impulse patterns can be of variable relevance for stimulus-encoding [Braun et al., 1994] . Only cold receptor activity comprises all of them [Braun et al., 1980] and, therefore, appears to be the best suited example to illustrate the principles of stimulusdependent modulation of periodic impulse patterns. Figure 2 illustrates the impulse activity of a peripheral cold receptor of the cat's tongue. These data were recorded under reduced external calcium concentrations which enhance the periodicity of the impulse patterns [Schäfer et al., 1986 [Schäfer et al., , 1991 and therefore, demonstrate, particularly clearly, the main characteristics of oscillating spike-generation. Cold receptors respond to cooling steps (lowest trace, T ) with a dynamic frequency overshoot, i.e. a transient accelleration of the spike activity with subsequent adaptation to a new steady-state. This can be seen in the frequency plot (F ), which also reveals that the stationary discharge rate at constant temperatures reaches a maximum close to the mid-temperature of the activity range (in this example at 25 • C).
The upper plots show the corresponding interspike-intervals (interval duration, ID) and, in the inset, the return maps (ID n+1 versus ID n ) which are plotted here versus time in a three-dimensional way. Both plots clearly demonstrate that, in contrast to the ambiguous stationary frequency values, the interval distribution provides unambiguous information also about constant temperatures. For example, the stationary frequencies at 30 • C and 15 • C are almost the same, but the impulse patterns show essential differences: Regular single-spike activity at 30 • C (single band of intervals) compared to burst discharge at 15 • C (two clearly separated bands of short intraburst intervals and longer burst pauses).
The temperature-dependent transitions from irregular activity with skippings (multimodal distribution at 35 • C) via regular trains of single spikes (unimodal distribution at 30 • C) to burst activity (bimodal distribution) with increasing burst periods (down to 15 • C) can be attributed to oscillating processes with systematic lengthening of the oscillation period [Braun et al., 1980 [Braun et al., , 1984 . These concepts have been supported by a recent theoretical study which demonstrated similar steady temperature dependencies in Plant's ionic model for slow wave bursting [Longtin & Hinzer, 1995] . The following description of computer simulations shall demonstrate that just two basic and generalized sets of ionic nonlinearities, as mentioned above, can account for such distinct neuromodulatory properties when noise is superimposed.
Computer Simulations:
The Noisy Oscillator
Our computer simulations do not aim to mimick the details of the ionic interactions that may underly impulse generation of specific neurons or sensory receptors. In contrast, we minimized our model in order to include only those components that seem to be ultimately necessary to account for oscillating spike-generation. However, we included a noise term.
The model: Two basic sets of nonlinearities and noise
Our model consists of two minimal sets of ionic conductances operating at two different voltage levels and time-scales (Fig. 3) . The change in membrane potential V is described by the membrane equation:
where C M is the membrane capacitance, I 1 = g 1 (V −V 1 ) is a passive leak current and gw is Gaussian white noise (see below). I d and I r represent simplified de-and repolarizing Hodgkin-Huxley currents for action potentials with fast ionic kinetics according to the classical Na and K currents. Oscillations in membrane potential result from the interplay of I sd and I sr which activate more slowly at lower membrane potentials (the "s" indicates subthreshold activation). Physiologically, these currents again might represent Na and K currents. The repolarizing currents can be coupled to the depolarizing effects via the membrane potential [Gutfreund et al., 1995 , Wang, 1993 or, more indirectly via potential-dependent Ca currents [Chay et al., 1995] . In our minimal model, however, I sr is directly linked to I sd with a certain time delay [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. For further simplification, any inactivation of the ionic currents is neglected. The voltage-dependent currents I d , I r and I sd are modeled as
with ρ a temperature-like scaling factor for the ionic currents, g i the maximum conductance and V i the reversal potential (i represents d, r or sd respectively). The activation variable a i is described by the differential equation
where φ the temperature-like scaling factor for the ionic kinetics, τ i the time constant and a i∞ a sigmoidal steady-state activation according to
with s i the steepness and V 0i the half-activation value. The subthreshold repolarizing current I sr is described as
and
The temperature-like scaling factors are defined as
and φ = 3.0
with
The white noise has been implemented according to Fox et al. [1988] as The system of units is µF/cm 2 , µA/cm 2 , mS/cm 2 and mV.
With respect to the included noise it should be emphasized that we do not consider here explicitly noise phenomena like "stochastic resonance" whereby appropriate adjustment of the noise intensity can improve the detection of weak periodic stimuli [Longtin et al., 1991; Longtin, 1997; Douglass et al., 1993; Collins et al., 1995; Levine & Miller, 1996] . In contrast, in our simulations noise is kept constant and the periodicities are inherent to the transduction system.
Continuous transitions from bursting to subthreshold oscillations
Temperature stimuli are assumed to exert a variety of effects on the neuronal membranes. In case of cold receptors, activation of the Na/K-pump as well as an enhanced imbalance of passive Na-and K-conductances have been discussed [Pierau et al., 1974; Braun et al., 1980 , Schäfer & Braun, 1990 . But the highest temperature coefficients have been described for the ionic kinetics, i.e. the time constant of current activation [Hille, 1992] . According to these findings and recent computer simulations [Longtin & Hinzer, 1995] see also [Rinzel & Ermentrout, 1989] , we mainly varied the activation kinetics with a Q10 of 3.0 and slighty changed the maximum conductances with a Q10 of 1.3. We do not consider the rather complex characteristics of the dynamic responses to fast temperature changes [Braun et al., 1980] but only gradually changed the . Apart from the noise current which was added in B, the plots were obtained from the same model (see Fig. 3 ) with identical model parameters (see Sec. 3.1). During the simulation runs, the time-constants of the activation kinetics (τi) and the maximum conductances (gi) were scaled with a Q10 of 3.0 and 1.3, respectively, to simulate temperature changes from 15 Comparing these two plots, the qualitative aspect of noise becomes immediately evident. The ID-plot of the deterministic model looks strikingly similar to a recently published curve from the more complex model of Chay et al. [1995, Fig. 6] . Starting with regular single-spike activity, the curve shows several bifurcations according to the occurrence of bursts with an increasing number of intraburst intervals.
With the addition of noise, the model produces more realistic looking spike-trains and, as the most important effect, noise completely smooths the nonlinearities. With increasing noise intensities the abrupt transitions of the deterministic model dissappear. The impulse pattern gradually changes according to the gradually changing time constants and maximum conductances which, in case of cold receptors, might reflect gradual temperature changes. The activity patterns now rather correspond to recent simulations of cold receptor activity with the noisy Plant model [Longtin & Hinzer, 1995] .
Additional remarkable differences between the deterministic and the noisy model can be observed in the lower and upper extremes of these plots. At high "temperatures" (on the right of the figure) the presence of noise produces skippings in an otherwise regular train of spikes (between about 30
• C and 35 • C) but induces spiking in a range where the oscillations of the purely deterministic model remain completely subthreshold (above 35 • C). Noise, thereby, extends the encoding range and allows the detection of previously subthreshold signals.
Similar effects of the noise-induced extension of the transfer characteristic have very recently been described with regard to aperiodic stochastic resonance (ASR) in neuronal assemblies with slowly varying input [Chialvo et al., 1997] . Although systematic variations of noise intensity are not examined here, further generalizations of the stochastic resonance concepts, which also consider gradual modifications of intrinsic oscillations, can be anticipated. Apart from these stochastic resonance phenomena, noise effects are of particular significance when no bursting activity occurs and the encoding mechanisms have, therefore, to rely completely on different patterns of single spike activity as recently demonstrated for shark electroreceptors [Braun et al., 1994] .
Towards low "temperatures" (to the left) the noisy model, at first, continues to lengthen the intra-and interburst intervals which is associated with more broadly-scattered interval distributions and increasing numbers of spikes per burst. However, below about 17
• C, the interval plot of the deterministic model suddenly changes to a rather complex stucture with drastically-increasing numbers of bifurcations. Addition of noise almost completely covers these transitions to chaotic dynamics and only the deterministic model elucidate their existence.
Interestingly, also experimental data from cold receptors often exhibit complex interval distributions just at low temperatures which, however, are preferably observed during dynamic transitions. An example is seen in the interval plot and in the return map of Fig. 2 at the temperature step from 15
• C to 10 • C. We assume that such irregularities occur when the operating range of both sets of nonlinearities approach each other, which might be expected especially during strong excitatory stimuli such as fast cooling of cold receptors (see [Braun et al., 1980; Wissing et al., 1988] ).
However, these particular patterns in the lower and upper extremes of the temperature range still need further examination with particular emphasis on their relations to the stimulus conditions and membrane properties as well as their modification by noise. Additional modeling studies which are accompanied by more detailed analysis of the experimental data are currently under way in our laboratory.
Summary and Conclusions
A minimal membrane model of two sets of nonlinear ionic conductances, which operate at two different but overlapping voltage levels and activate with different time scales, can develop intrinsic membrane potential oscillations. With the addition of noise, this minimal model can generate different types of impulse patterns and allows continuous transitions from rhythmic bursting to subthreshold oscillations with occassional spikes. With simple but physiologically-plausible temperature scaling of model parameters (time constants, maximum conductances), our simulations quite accurately reproduced the main characteristics of the stationarytemperature dependencies of peripheral cold receptors in the skin.
In recent years, many other populations of thermo-and electrosensitive receptors in different animals have been examined with regard to oscillating spike-generation. Peripheral cold receptors were revealed to exhibit the most complex response characteristics while all other receptors generate periodic patterns which can be considered as subgroups of those cold receptors. This allows us to assume that the same principles as described here can also account for temperature transduction in warm receptors as well as for the differential encoding properties as recently described for thermosensitive electroreceptors.
Moreover, there is growing evidence for endogenous oscillations in many cortical and subcortical neurons in the mammalian brain. These oscillations so far have mainly been discussed with regard to synchronization and resonance in neuronal networks [Eckhorn et al., 1988; Engel et al., 1991; Lampl & Yarom, 1993; Llinas et al., 1991] . Our data emphasize the computational power of individual neurons that are endowed with nonlinear ionic conductances and time delays and, therefore, the prerequisites for oscillation. Under these circumstances, noise is of particular value for signal encoding as we have demonstrated here by simulating stationary temperature transduction of peripheral cold receptors with an extremely minimized computer model. We therefore assume that "noisy oscillators", beyond mere synchronization and resonance, also contribute to the encoding mechanisms of central neurons in the brain.
